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As fields such as portable electronics, remote sensing, and sustainable energy harvesting become increasingly more sophisticated and pervasive, energy storage technology must simultaneously improve to keep up. We intend to show that the introduction of fluorine can be introduced during the CVD growth of graphene can produce useful nanostructures. We intend to show that these nanostructures are safer and more efficient in energy storage devices than conventional electrode materials, as they are geometrically capable of intercalating a larger amount of ions from an ionic liquid. The fluorine-induced materials of interest include copper mesh, porous copper and stainless steel blanketed with graphene, and fluorinated multilayer graphene. The quality of the graphene, density of holes in the substrate, and formation of copper mesh can be controlled by the temperature, pressure, exposure time, and cooling rate. The existence sp3 hybridized carbon in graphene due to fluorine can be proven by x-ray diffraction scanning. Future work will require producing and analyzing charge-discharge profiles and cyclic voltammograms to further understand the structure of the electrodes and their stability over time.
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Experimental Methods

1. Create SS discs with constant diameter for coin-cells
2. Etch nanostructures on to the substrate using fluorine-based organic vapor treatment during growth
3. Allow carbon diffusion of carbon as SS cools to produce graphene
4. Analyze structures using scanning electron microscope (SEM) and Raman spectroscopy
5. Load sample in device and obtain charge/discharge profile

Graphene has been the focus of much current research, due to its interesting electrical and structural properties for electronics applications. Here we show that fluorine can be introduced during graphene growth on stainless steel (SS) substrates to simultaneously create useful nanostructures, using the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) technique. These structures are geometrically optimal for reversible ion intercalation, where the graphene acts as an electrode and the SS is a current collector. Direct growth of graphene on electrode materials makes this process very scalable and cost-effective method for developing thin-film energy storage devices.

**Results**

- Figure 2: Schematic of optimized growth process. (1) Ar/H2 30 minute heating cycle. (2) Annealing time and 2 minute Ar flush. (3) 10 minute exposure to organic compound and fluorine etch. (4) 2°C/min cooling rate while exposed to organic compound. (5) C diffusion under gradual cooling.
- Figure 3: Broad SEM images of SS (A) before CVD growth, (B) after growth with organic vapor, and (C) after growth with fluorinated organic vapor. (D) and (E) Images of single pore blanketed in graphene. (F) Inside view of broken substrate to reveal cylindrical structure of pores.

**Summary**

- Scalable method for growth of graphene layers and useful nanostructures on SS substrates with CVD
- Good electrochemical properties and stability over Li-ion charge/discharge cycles makes this a promising step towards better electrode materials

**Future Work**

- Further optimize the growth parameters
- More systematic battery testing on a variety of SS samples
- Growth on similar metallic substrates (copper, nickel, etc.)
- Optimization of growth to create new controlled structures
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